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Abstract 
Dumng voluntary hand movement zmagznatzon, electroencephalogram (EEG) recordzngs 
exhzbzt actzvzty attenuatzon and enhancement zn speczfic frequency bands, known as event- 
related desynchronzzatzon/synchronzzatzon (ERD/ERS) The dzfference zn left and rzght 
movements ERD/ERS has been used to open a communzcatzon channel for the paralyzed 
patzents wzth a brazn-computer znterface (BCI) The exzstzng algonthms for BCI znclude 
averagzng technzques such as znter-tmal vanance method, and szngle-tmal technzques such 
as recurszve-least-square (RLS) algorzthm However none of the algorzthms suggested are 
useful szmultaneously for both averaged and szngle-tmal analyszs 
We propose an expectatzon-maxzmzzatzon algonthm based Kalman smoother (EMKS) 
approach for ERD/ERS BCI Kalman smoother, bezng optzmal zn mean-square sense, of- 
fers many advantages over RLS algonthm In contrast to the prevzous applzcatzons of 
the Kalman smoother to EEG analyszs, where szmple models were used and model param- 
eters were chosen arbztranly based on expenence, we employ expectatzon-maxzmzzatzon 
(EM) algonthm to learn the model parameters Performance zs compared wzth adaptzve 
algonthms lzke RLS and least mean-square (LMS) algomthm, for both szmulated data and 
real motor zmagery EEG data Spectrum and znstantaneous frequency (IF) estzmatzon 
for szmulated data show szgnzficant zmprovement zn the trackzng performance wzth EMKS 
compared to other adaptzve algonthms EMKS estzmates conszstently have faster conver- 
gence and least error for vamous szgnal-to-nozse ratzo For real hand movement EEG data, 
EMKS spectrum shows best nght-left dzfference Applzcabzlzty of EMKS to both szngle-tmal 
and average analyszs zs demonstrated ERD curues derzved wzth EMKS are compared wzth 
znter-tnal vanance method and observed to exhzbzt left-nght dzscnmznatzon Szngle-tnal 
classzficatzon result wzth support-vector-machzne (SVM) show error rates as low as 15.0% 
